
Summer Assignment for Algebra 2 

Welcome to Algebra 2!  We look forward to having you in class this coming 

year.  We understand that Algebra 2 can be an intimidating class for many 

students and so have prepared an assignment for you to complete to help 

you get ready. 

The videos in this assignment cover the basic introductory concepts from 

Algebra 1.  The goal is to review older material and perhaps clear up some 

misconceptions.  We want you to start the year on the best footing 

possible. 

Your assignment:  

You will watch a series of videos from an Algebra 1 playlist. (It is okay to 

play them at a faster speed if you are able to follow them.) Write down the 

title of each video as you watch it and complete the practice problems 

underneath as instructed. When you finish, make sure all your papers are in 

order, staple them together, and submit with your name on the front. 

* Complete the practice problems at the end of each video in pencil 

underneath the title for the video.  Be sure to number each problem. 

* Make corrections when the work is reviewed (or answers given) in pen 

* Turn in all work at the start of classes in August 

 

All videos can be found in the playlist linked below: 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLX_eEh8KBSU6DNHRf1giy-GwNGLbL5QaD 

 

Students should complete the following videos: 

1.) Basic Number Operations 13.) Equations with the Variable on Both Sides 

2.) Variables    14.) Graphing Linear Equations in One Variable 

3.) Exponents    15.) Graphing Linear Equations in Two Variables 

4.) Order of Operations  16.) Slope of a Line 

5.) Equations and Inequalities 17.) Graphing Lines in Slope-Intercept Form 

6.) The Real Number Line 

7.) Adding Real Numbers 

8.) Subtracting Real Numbers 

9.) Multiplying Real Numbers 

10.) The Distributive Property 

11.) One-Step Equations 

12.) Multistep Equations 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLX_eEh8KBSU6DNHRf1giy-GwNGLbL5QaD


 


